The Computing Alliance of Hispanic-Serving Institutions plays a pivotal role in recruiting, retaining, and advancing Hispanics in computing. We are four-year and two-year universities and colleges that work with STEM alliances, industry leaders, nonprofits, and government entities to graduate students who are competitive in the computing workforce and academia. We operate using a collective impact approach.

Our Vision is that by 2030, Hispanics will represent 20% or more of those who earn credentials in computing.
BUILDING CAPACITY THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS

How to Become a Member
HSIs committed to CAHSI’s shared vision and endorsed by their CAHSI regional lead can become a member through a Memorandum of Understanding.

Example Partnerships and Partners

| CAHSI-Google Problem-Solving Courses Tech Exchange Dissertation Award | Local and Virtual Undergraduate Research Experiences | Advocates Scholars Allyship Latin@s in Computing | Workshops: Cybersecurity Machine Learning/AI Data Analytics Student Leadership | CAHSI Doctoral Student Network |
| ARG Model FemProf Fellow-Net Cal-Bridge | Administrative Leadership Involvement in CAHSI | Microsoft Visiting Faculty Educator | Googler in Residence | Academic Career Workshops |

Example Partnerships and Partners

How to Partner with CAHSI
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